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The investigation of such a topic"as Birth and Rebirth has invol-
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The corpus of this thesis study consists of a group of monoprints
paniment.
ved a concern with the existence of symbology meaningful to the topic.
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and paintings as well as a written commentary intended as their accom-
Ti tie: Birth and Rebirth. as a Cui tural SymbolAbstra::-:~~
. " ". .
Frederick Heidel
The term culture can be c lari:fied to mean both the artis t in particu-
\
lar as well as culture in a ~ollective sense. The possibilities of the
topic semantically would involve, an essayist's approach. This thesis
is not a pictorial essay. Birth and Rebirth as terms evoke images
)
which a painter can simply treat as subject matter. It has not been
my intention to deal with existing images in a 't,vay which 'tvould suc-
ceed in documenting them in paint. HOHever, for the purposes of the
thesis problem, it is absolutely necessary to investigate in terms
other than visual.
The subject which insistently recurred ('in my painting, and once
perceived there, in my thought, was the archaic cradle of man, the
cave. Hi thin this setting the ri tual - and the role of the Shaman -
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suggested the power of the initial confrbntation of object by man.
The force of this impac t is not diminished for the viewer today. The
visual impact of the ancient tool or weapon can elicit a strong res-
ponse from the contemporary viewej:, bu t in ~vays removed in time from the
ancient context. A study of such relics thus resulted in a concep-
tion of a primordial frame of reference which enables me to partici-
pate as a painter in the origins of our culture. The thesis will inves-
tigate the specific imageries of Birth and Rebirth in relation to the
heritage and accretions of a culture 'in relation to the way these cul-
tural symbols are now relative to the needs of this painter and utilized
by her.
During the activity of painting my state will often parallel that
of the child scrutinizing a stick or a stone, e~cperiencing their qual-
ities directly. As an adult, finally I am more aware of the effects of
the mediating screen of verbiage. If I can experience painting with the
impactor this child, my, ability to express in paint will rival the
impact made by the timeless artifact.
In investigating the relation of symbology to the subject mat;ter
the degree to which representationalism was negated in favor of rela-
tive abstraction was also important. Subject matter, that ~s, that
which has pretentions toward being highly representational, involves a
comm:t tment to correspondance v]ith the phenomenalogical world. As such
it has trappings which interfere with its apprehension on abstract
terms, a condition necessary to the positing of a freshly meaningful
symbol. The ideal freedom which is possible for the relatively ab-
stract painting lies in the multiplicity of meaning thereby possible
for the artist and viewer. It is too easy to view,the world as an
2
accretion of matter; and think of painting as its imitation in pigment.
Therefore a movementto\vard abstraction is deemed necessary and
forms c·ome to symbolize a simple organic state akin to "stick". Com-
. position was simplified to permit this greater range of· interpretation -
the spatiai" content being the inorganic vwrld ground· of "stone". This
intention toward abstraction further reinforces the larger context of
the primordial and the necessity of a direct apprehension of the art-
ist's interaction with her painting elements as if to the direct qual-
ities of the proverbial stick and stone •
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The world doe sn t t t'ear a new idea. It can p~.dgeon
hole :any new idea. But it can't pidgeon hole a real
ne'\'I1" experience.
eXperiE)nCe
anything because a .new experien,ce displaces 0 many
'old experiences.
Art has two great functions. First it provides
emotional experience. And then, if we have the
courage of' our f'eelings, it becomes a mine of' practica.l
knowledge.
D. H. Lawrence
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, Birth and Rebirth as a Cultural
Symbol
Primarily this thesis consists 'of artworks,
a group of monoprints, small paintings, and larger
canvases. This written essay is intended as an ac-
companiment to the works, and expresses what I have
been able to say about them in the medium of language.,
The subject has been todesdribe an aspect of birth'
meaningful to me. The images that birth ,has evoked
'in me are those associated with the pri~ordial pasti
with the womb of culture.
I understand the calling of the artist to be
to t~ansfo~m by interpretation the collective herit~ge
of culture in a creative way. By 'culture' I mean
both the heritage of the society and the artist's
experience of it.
Unless he is split off from'contact with his
culture,"the ~rtist, constru'cts from tha.t which he
experiences within his cultural reference. The paint-
ing is in fact a record and objectification of his
cuI ture.'
ii _
More than a record, the canvas is an occasion
for the' presentation of plastic(painted)forms and
shap~s whose unique relation provides a unttyand order
conveying aesthetic feeling. This new whole is that
which is reborn from the painter and su~sequently
experienced by the viewer.
The primordial imagery of birth as origin is my
subject, and rebirth as the synthesis of plastic
elements is my aim.
The task with art work~--the monoprints, oils
on hardboard, and larger canvases--was two fold, idea-
tional and technical •. With 'some, !the monoprints, the
i'
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technical was no obstacle. I :found little di:ff'i~ulty
attaining the control with which to express my ideas.
But, with the others, :for example the small oils on
"hardboard, te'chnical problems were considerable. I
want ·to discuss the group of paintings I did consider-
ing these two kinds of problems with emphasis on the
relative importance they assumed to me.
The monoprint is related to a drawing technique.
It of'fers an opportunity to tFY a variety of' strokes
and achieve a kind o:f control through a short b~t in-
·tensive work session. Using a pi~ce' o:f glass, oil
paint and a palette kni:fe, I worked .out a series o:f
monoprints which was.to be the initial visual e:f:fort of.
my thesis. I :found the series to be ve~y exciting
visually, exhibiting both contrast between dark and
light as well as a mid-range. It was possible to read
:from foreground to deep space in some o:f them while
all of them offered de:finite cues to position in the
space environment.' Some o£ the monoprints made a land-
scape reference. Others evoked a more specifi6 re:fer-
enceto the cave, the ritual and the primordial. The
outcome of this subject reference was a series of
, /
.associations in my mind, of images I intended the viewer
to foll·ow. Among the images which formed my pictorial
vocabulary were several that had word vocabulary related
to them. They include ·for example, ~ave, bird'head,
horned humanoid, ritual, fetish, and procession. With
these I f6und I could write a series of word fragments
to accompany the monoprints.
The culminating monoprint in the series is a
composition packed with sUbject matter reference. To
the r.ight, two dark priestess :figures are seen beside
a light female feti~h form. 1m the immediate center
:foregro.und is a bird he ad and to' the 1e.:ft animal
i'
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humanoid figures in procession. Their environment
is spatially confining' though there isaom~d~pth--
it suggests ,the cave. The free verse fraglD:ent pertain~
ing to this particular monop~int is •••• "the act of
paintin& a ritual, an echo, a sounding, an occasion,
a dialogue in a wordless converition, a dance."
, The 'next phase of my thesis investigation
involved a group of small tempered hardboard squares.
Here the technical problems were prominant. The temper-
ed hardboards were primed and the surface of some of
them built up with underpainting white. The resulting'
surface, textures of varying roughness,has the effect
of stimulating my perception. If the surface is smooth,
subsequent layers of wash will reflect the clear glow
of the light groun.d. If the surface is textu~ed a
value commitment has already been made in the doing of
this ,initial sculptural surface with its subtle value
pattern. As more opaque pigment is applied the rich-
ness of' surface heightens. the dimensional appeal and
the tactile quality of' the painting carries more mean-
ing. The tactile aspect '~s of importance especially in
the painting entitled "Diatribe". Two organic forms
were arranged in an aggressive attitude and mood. The
color is warm, intense, and vibrant., The forms "bristle"
at one another vying fo~ space. The overriding impres-
sion is conflict, a clash offo~ces.
Another paintinp with a rich textural surface
involved a problem of a spatial rather than textural
nature. The problem centered'on a seedling shape I had
at first placed as a negative space or hole in a warm
field. Lightening the value of the warm ground 'in the
lower right brought that ground f'orward and darkening
the value of the ground on the upper left pushed it
back. Thus the shape, formerly in negative space,
i
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gained a pos'i tion between the ,two .. ' Typical,ly, rough
texture indicates body, smooth cool textureindica~es
space. Hence a contradiction ,was promoted when the
seedling shape, I,a cool smooth blue, becom~s,more object,
and the ground, rough in texture, becomes more nearly
space.
Similar adjust~ents in'other value areas estab~
lished a gradation of spatial depths. In some of the
,other works, the disposition of hue established depth;
in some" both value and hue adjustment performed this
:function.
Another small painting which presented its
'unique set o:f problems was "Mother Figure With Child".
This painting was done on a care:fully worked ground.
The :firs t layer of' oil paint was put on in washes. '
Shapes were painted ina~ will with little conscious
thought given to the compositional whole. But as the
paint was handled opaquely on to the ca~vas, a central
large value shape appeared. A portion of this subject
was' scraped away until the whole figure took on some
appearance of mother and child. The scraping altered
the value o:f a portion of the larger shape, and assigned
to it the meaning of child. The child was thus "carved"
out o:f the body of the mother. The s~veral simple ab-
stractedforms impinging oh the mother were painted out
with the e,xception, of a newly formulated green-grey
form on the left and ,allight valued geometric form on
the le:ft.
The .val.ue range o:f the paint ing is not highly
contra~t~ng, indeed a ,rather. somber color note remains.
The space around the forms ranges from warm to cool,
the dark value area indicating the depths of the cave,
the whole altering·within the l~ger value ~id-range.
The brighter colors on the right suggest a possible
'\
light source, as if the cave mouth was there.
The pa~nting of this picture was interesting to
me in that while the forms were not articulated by a
careful chairoscuro system, I perceived them in their
entirety in much the same manner as r know ,~y -sculpture'
pieces. For by sheer physical handling, I see them
from many points of view. It was almost as if in paint-
~ing them I was "hand1ing tl them with eye and mind. They
are as :real to me as three dimensional' forms. YejJ, I
am not s,aying that they existed from'the"first in my
,consciou's mind fully articulated, but 'that once in paint,
though in a less than spelled out state, they evokedin
my mind the three dimensional objects to which 'they
actually refer.
Other ~m~ll paintings'worked within the frame of
reference of the cave exploring the problem of relative
articulation of form and spatial positioning". The
technical problems 'I was working on were pointed toward
the task of' my: larger canvases., By working on the small-
er size paintings, I was able to explore and develop the
vocabu1arly of shape, range of', color, and value which
could implemenf my final' paintings.
In the larger canvases, while already oomfortable
in the vernacular of" the cave" I was moved to investi-
gate the forms--espeoially the organic. ones tha t "had ap-
, .
peared in the earlier works. Some of' the paintings,
'therefore,showa special concern f'orthe abstraction
of organic form.
The first large painting I will discuss is called
,"Shaman". My, intention for this painting was again to
evoke'in the viewer the cave and the cave ritual. This'
paint~ng evolved freely after the 'experience of being
intensely conscious of tech'nicaf aspects in the smaller
paintings. It was done in a few hours. An adjustment
~lI COpy',
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o~ the con~~guration o~ the Shaman ~igure's head was
the' only change necessary ~or the 'completing of' the
painting.
·The Shaman stands, a yeli"bw 0 chre relati onship
of shapes, i~ the foreground. Organic totems intrude
into the right ~oreground. Suspended in deep space on
the le~t, one in back of the other, in a more intense
yellow, are two simple forms symbolic of' the Shaman's
power.· Aspects o~ him.~eververate, first in the dark
, .
,value shapes beside him, 'again in the earthly red shape 'J
with eye 'and horn on the right. above.
Another large painting in the series is concerned
with' this same general vernacular. It is called
"Processional" and involves animal headed ~igures. .The
environment !s rife with spatial ambiquity. Some orange
areas· are near spatiall~while others of' the'same hue.
and intensity are located on a dif~erent spatial plane.
Blues'of equai value and intensity move in and out.
This is accomplished through the careful construction
of .their immediate environments which contradicts their
isolated identical characteristics.
I also intended to work toward a kinetic ef'f'ect;
to show the f'igures in. a plodding motion •. The'painting
has a kind of rhythmical repetition of' shape~ and an
overall dancing lyrical quality that sweeps the eyes
. ,
along the path of' the multiple leg forms. The painting
process is related' to an o·rches·tration of form. The
ritual figures of' b!rdiand bear dominate the dance----
are the dance.
The painting "Ancestors" and its accompaniment
"Artif'~c~s" is intended to contrast the bits and pieces
of' archeological remains with the ;remote ancestors who
us ed them. They should be ·s een in' a diptych arrangement.
The palette is the same f'or both paintings .'. The relation
7to the thesis topic, which I' exami.ned at this point,
was' the rebirth of the past in the remnant which sur~
vives into the present.
I intended the vigor of the stroke, the shape
to shape relationships, ~hetolerance of' spatial ambi-
guity, and the animal head as cues to the remote cave
setting. (I was continually searching, for alternative
ways to express and evoke the primeval, association com-
plex). "Artifacts" was done with more hard edge control,
as a still ,li:te, but wi thout a readily i·q.entifiabl'e
. picturing of specific "typical" artifacts.
I began the painting called "Red tntrusion" with
a wider range of objects in my mind. tn order 'to ex-
plore the organic structure of things~-mushrooms and
seedlings, jelly fish and hydra, £lora and fauna--
abstract and composite forms entered my imagination.
Their q~alities and configurations were discharged and
modified into the painting vernacular, and placed on
the canvas.
I found it necessary to include the antithetical
object to serve as a' contrast to the organic quality' of
my abstracted ~ife forms. It is a sharp shape, angular
and flat, the s~bject of the painting. It intrudes on
the organic forms, red and, threatenirtg. I found .the
'central problem of the painting to lie in the handlin'g
of the discordant red in the quieter harmonic range of
colors of the organic objects.
The painting wl~ich exhibits the final definition
of my exploration of organic form .is entitled"Apotheosis'J
Initially, I applied washes of a medium value range in
a search for forms. A large opaque horn was painted
,in the upper right. . In the'ceriter f'oreground, an
organic orange nodular form developed. In, the mid'ground
toward the le:ft, the figure of a man was placed. This
8was ,the iniiial t~iangle, 'the compositional basis of
this painting.
As the painting developed, the horn became a
. bovine' animal whose barrel side, flank and leg.extend~d
from the top to the bottom of the extreme right. The
animal's juxtiposed and interwoven shapes indicated its
muscular, sine~y structure. The orange organic form
in the center foreground was further articulated .by a
play of ~ight over its intensely key~d surface exerting
a strong. tactile appeal. Its enyirons offering a strong
dark contrast to further set it off. A large opaque,
grey. shape was then painted to' domin'ate the left side
of its single projection, a further emphasis of the male
, figure.
Areas' of transition between the po~nts !of tbe
triangle were then further clarified by the inclusion
of a-range of organic forms w'orking as fanning multiples
of ·curved·shape~. The cu~ves coming in from the bottom,
penetrating ~o the middle of the composition. Quieted
on 'the left by. the gray shape, they' are forced into diag-
ori~l space by the staccato of the more opaque elongated
forms of the animal's oelly and flank •
. Developing 'diagonally from the upper righ~,' in a
swooping curve, a winged figur'e plummets int.o the figure
of the man. This is the principle kin~ticef':fect.of
the compositio~.·
The last redefipi tion, of the. triangle included the
placement of a red disc to the right of the horn to
symbolize the heavenly aspect of the land~ The lower
point _?a~eto symbolize mantis, while the third point
'rientered on the head of the man. Man, mantis. and disc
make up the final· triangle.
In the center of' the triangle is the focal point
r~
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9of impact as the mati is struck by the falling winged
figure. ,The range of visual experience, spatial effects,
the kinetic aspect of the man struck, and the thrust of
life forms intruding into space of':fer a culmination of""
m~ thesis project.
My thes is problem ha,s been s ignific~nt for me,
since it has in effect provided a culminating .experience
in my aesthetic development, the full implications of
which I have not yet realized •.
In the earlier p~rtion of my written thesis, I
·have explained some oft~e consid~rations that were,
important to the different paintings that compose the
visual aspect· of' the thesis. My intept:lonwas .to build
in the viewer, reader a composite idea of what the paint-
ings were about. In this portion, I intend to focus on
the' experience of' 'paint ing as a w'hole and des cribe what
I ,can of the changes which have taken place .in my under-
standing of' the painting process itself.
1 '
The change that occurred in my painting ·had to do
with a shift f'rom subject matter emphasis to' plastic
relationships. After having set up the shape to shape
relationships, 'I applied intu{tional or rational
, . .
.:facul ties and 1'i terallycalled the shapes and g~oups of
shapes by names, i.e. bird-headed figure •.
I have always been prone to name things, 'to c·lassi-
fy them. This is certain~y the part of my enculturation
which hampers aesthetic growth. This taxonomic inclin-
ation had to be transcended before an objectified ex-
pression of the culture could be made.
So, after the naming process had taken place, this
verbal appeal to subject matter had to be transcended by
a different kind of meanin~. The pla~tio meaning 6f
the painting had to be primary, subordinating to itself'
10
subject ma tt'e'r ref'erence~' Paint ing then became a thing
in itself', seen f'or' itself'; important in"terms'of'its
formal. composition, not :for its resemblance· tq any nam-
able subject outside of itself.
~ ,
The process of' moving beyond subject matter into
the realm o:f plastic :form, f'or itself', was the most
difficult part of my thesis painting. Transcending the
urge to name could only take place :for me when the
painted elements could be re-sponded to directly in
painterly terms •
. The 'painting mu's t be responded to directly;' its
inte~tions anticipated in plastic terms. The artist is
the instrument which brings it to fruitation as an
objectification 'of the culture.
'I have a dif:fering degree of' rappor.t wi,.th eaph
of my paintings'. Each painting is a direct expression
o:fmY,inward intangible,sel:f which is in effect, reborn
as a physical ordered ob.jectiveentity. But more than
that, it stands a-l-one; "it exists in ,independent form
on its own terms as a painting.
, Without 'further comment, the cofor reproductions
of my~aintings :follow this written port~on of my thesis:
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